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Deep Play: Korede Corazón Organized by The Wand
August 24 - September 24th, 2014
Opening: August 24th, 2014, 18:00 Featuring: Korede Amojo & Melissa Steckbauer
Work will be on view at the following locations: 1) Billboard, Paulstr. 34, 10557 Berlin; 2) La Dolce Vita,
Wilsnackerstr. 62, 10559 Berlin; 3) k.a.m.a. Hair Club, Alt-Moabiterstr. 84 10555 Berlin; 4) Eisbox,
Elberfelderstr. 27, 10555 Berlin; 5) Otto-Spielplatz, Alt-Moabitstr. 34, 10555; 6) Neue Heimat, Jagowstr.
14, 10555 Berlin additional locations t.b.a.

Deep Play: Korede, Corazon.
As a part of the inauguration of "Secondary Narratives," a collaborative of independent spaces and
curators, The Wand will present an exhibition entitled, Deep Play in two parts. The first application of
this project takes the subheading, Korede, Corazon, and is inspired by Korede Amojo's indelible
character, wherein The Wand's founding director, Melissa Steckbauer has invited him to participate in a
project about love, exploring his relationship to the area of his home in Moabit.
As a living, breathing artwork, Korede and Melissa will co-create the project in August. The first lens will
be a view to Korede, documenting and processing information that he volunteers about significant people
and places within his kiez. The next phase will be an engagement of Korede with his community, wherein
the resulting collection of images and objects will be presented throughout the neighborhood. Relating to
the kiez as a living entity with it’s own needs, challenges, and desires, this work will be “written” as a
love letter to Moabit.
Secondary Narratives links four exhibitions within one format. It interrelates the work of independent
spaces and curators. Each exhibition is at once autonomous and a part of the larger narrative. Secondary
Narratives 2014 is a collaboration between Bublitz & Lukas Töpfer, Julia Martha Müller & Frederiek
Weda, Neue Berliner Räume, and The Wand. Secondary Narratives will participate in Project Space
Festival 2014.

